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DEVARIM

DIGNITY OF SELF

Sefer Devarim is called Mishneh Torah (repetition of the Torah)

by our Sages, as it comprises Moshe Rabbeinu’s final addresses to

the Jewish people. He spoke these parting words over the course

of the five weeks prior to his passing, as Bnei Yisrael stood poised

to enter Eretz Yisrael. The sefer and this parashah gets its name

from the opening verse: אשר דבר משה אל כל ישראלהדבריםאלה  (These

are the words that Moshe Rabbeinu spoke to all Israel). This

name certainly seems suitable, given that sefer Devarim is an account

of Moshe Rabbeinu’s final words, in which he reviews the laws of

the Torah and significant historical events of the Jewish nation.

Though a reader might expect to see Moshe Rabbeinu’s teach-

ings immediately following the introductory phrase: “These are

the words,” the text instead inserts an unusually detailed descrip-

tion of Moshe Rabbeinu’s location at the time of this address:
בעבר הירדן במדבר בערבה מול סוף בין פארן ובין תפל ולבן וחצרת ודי זהב
(across the Jordan, in the wilderness, in the plains, opposite [the

Sea of] Reeds, between Paran and Tofel and Laban, and Cha-

tzeros and Di-Zahav). This opening verse is even more puzzling

since the Torah offers another introduction two verses later:
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י בארבעים שנה בעשתי עשר חודש באחד לחודש דיבר משה אל בני ישראלויה
(It was in the fortieth year, in the eleventh month, on the first

of the month, when Moshe Rabbeinu spoke to the Children of

Israel).

If Moshe Rabbeinu’s address is reintroduced here, then the

first two verses seem superfluous. To which “words” does the open-

ing phrase אלה הדברים refer? Not only is its meaning ambiguous, the

expression itself is unusual in its wording. In most accounts of

Moshe Rabbeinu speaking publicly to the people, the Torah uses

the following formula: לאמר,וידבר משה אל בני ישראל (and Moshe

Rabbeinu spoke to Bnei Yisrael, stating). Noting the difference in

textual nuance, Rashi comments that דברים alludes to words of re-

buke.1 The verse’s detailed depiction is actually a list of places of

historical significance. Moshe Rabbeinu began his parting words

by listing infamous locations where Bnei Yisrael had sinned.

Why did Moshe Rabbeinu choose to rebuke them in a cryptic

manner? We find many places in the Torah where Moshe Rabbei-

nu admonishes the people quite openly. Rashi addresses this ques-

tion by remarking that this was done מפני כבודן של ישראל (because

of the honor of Israel). In other instances, Moshe Rabbeinu rep-

rimands the nation for one specific action that needed correction.

At the beginning of sefer Devarim, however, Moshe Rabbeinu is

enumerating several occasions when the Jewish people behaved

inappropriately. Since this type of cumulative rebuke could be

particularly humiliating, Moshe Rabbeinu therefore only mentions

their failings by implication.

The opening verse of parashas Devarim and Rashi’s correspond-

ing comment are catalysts for a number of questions. Why did

Moshe Rabbeinu deliver rebuke in veiled code? While saving the

1 Rashi on Devarim 1:1.
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people from embarrassment is a noble motive, it would seem that

sending moral messages by intimation would diffuse the impact of

his rebuke. Would he not want to be honest and straightforward,

as was indicative of his leadership until now? Moshe Rabbeinu’s

style of admonishment in parashas Devarim contrasts starkly with

that of Yeshayahu HaNavi in the corresponding haftarah for pa-

rashas Devarim. “Children I have raised and exalted, but they have

rebelled against me … an ox knows its owner, and a donkey his

master’s trough. Israel does not know, my nation does not per-

ceive.”2 Why did Moshe Rabbeinu feel it necessary to take such a

moderate approach? How does Moshe Rabbeinu’s message of the

parashah coordinate with that of the haftarah?

Second, Rashi’s comment, מפני כבודן של ישראל (because of the

honor of Israel), is the springboard for another area of study.

What is kavod (honor/dignity)? A Torah outlook values humility,

which seems to be the opposite of kavod. As our Sages stated,

“One who runs after honor will have it run away from him.”3 Is

kavod not then a negative attribute? What was so important about

preserving it that Moshe Rabbeinu softened his message to the

Jewish people?

There is a third issue to explore as well. Parashas Devarim is

always read on the Shabbos before Tisha B’Av, the anniversary of

the Temple’s destruction. This Shabbos is referred to as Shabbos

Chazon because the above mentioned corresponding haftarah,

which comes from the first chapter of Yeshayahu, begins with the

words chazon Yeshayahu (the vision of Isaiah). How does the

concept of kavod of the people relate to the lessons of Shabbos

Chazon and Tisha B’Av? How do Moshe Rabbeinu’s oratory style

and message correspond with the conclusion of the Three Weeks?

2 Yeshayahu 1:2-3.

3 Eruvin 13b.
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Dignity and Holiness

To better grasp Rashi’s comment regarding ,כבודן של ישראל

one must first clarify the specific ramifications of kavod. Rav

Shlomo Wolbe provides an enlightening explanation based on

the well-known verse, צבקות מלא כל הארץ כבודו'הקדוש קדוש קדוש 

(Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts, the whole earth is filled

with His Honor).4 Hashem is holy; He is completely separate and

detached from any physicality. How can the human mind grasp

the nature of God or have a relationship with Him? The verse

answers: .מלא כל הארץ כבודו The revelation of Hashem on earth is

through the medium of kavod. From here, explains Rav Wolbe,

we learn that wherever there is holiness, honor and dignity are also

present. Although kedushah (holiness) seems to be an abstract idea

beyond our grasp, in reality, it is an accessible concept. Every

human being has a pure, holy soul; this inherent holiness in a

person mandates honoring him and showing him the respect he

deserves.

Since every person is inherently holy, every person is worthy

of kavod. But how do we express kavod toward others? Human

beings are hard-wired to be self-centered, so we naturally expect

kavod for ourselves. The first step toward granting honor to others

is recognizing their inherent holiness and worth. Acknowledging

someone else’s value is a natural motivator for showing respect.

Our Sages taught, “Your student’s honor should be as precious

to you as your own; and your friend’s honor as your reverence

of your teacher; and your reverence of your teacher as your

reverence of Heaven.”5 This mishnah offers the following advice

when granting others the honor they deserve: aim higher than you

4 Alei Shur, vol. 2, p. 225, quoting Yeshayahu 6:3.

5 Pirkei Avos 4:12.
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ordinarily would. One might view himself on a higher spiritual

plane than his students. Yet, our Sages teach us that your own self-

respect is an indicator of the level of kavod you need to give your

students. Similarly, one might see himself as being on equal foot-

ing with his peers, yet the mishnah teaches us to honor a friend as

we would our teacher. To properly honor other people, we must

strive to completely reframe our natural instincts.

Even if we are able to move beyond our instinctual self-

centered nature, kavod haberiyos is still challenging to maintain at its

optimal level. Why so? Rav Wolbe notes that the Torah does

not provide clear halachic guidelines for fulfilling this mitzvah. True,

there are many specific prohibitions against dishonoring another

through embarrassment, deception or slander. There are very few

guidelines, however, for upholding the positive commandment of

kavod haberiyos.6 This is because honoring others corresponds with

the recognition of the inherent worth of others, which is entirely

subjective. Hashem does not mandate specific actions for giving

kavod because it must be an organic expression of acknowledging

the value of another person.

Mitzvah observance is mostly an objective endeavor; halachah

delineates minimum requirements to qualify as a successful ful-

fillment of an obligation. At the same time, the Torah gives us

parameters for personal expression through the notion of hidur

mitzvah (lit. beautifying a mitzvah), which is derived from the

following verse: זה קלי ואנוהו (this is my God and I will glorify

Him).7 One may ask a theological question – is it even possible

for lowly human beings to glorify Hashem? This answer is, “yes!”

6 The exception to this generalization is the Torah’s specific guidelines for how
to treat one’s spouse, one’s rebbi (teacher) and one’s parents.

7 Shemos 15:2.
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Our Sages explain that glorifying God is possible through the

manner in which we perform mitzvos.8 This is the basis for the

notion of hidur mitzvah, which means the utilization of aesthetics

for the enhancement of mitzvah observance. This concept is most

familiar to us through specific mitzvos, such as acquiring the most

beautiful esrog or the finest oil for the menorah. Perhaps, suggests

Rav Wolbe, hidur mitzvah is also a technique through which we

may adequately express kavod haberiyos.

When we appeal to the senses, personal artistic touches boost

the joy of mitzvos, both on the giving and receiving ends. The hidur

itself takes on a spiritual dimension. Hidur mitzvah glorifies Ha-

shem because it expresses our joy in performing Hashem’s will

and our eagerness to have a relationship with Him. The same ap-

plies for interpersonal mitzvos. For example, when writing a short

note to a child’s teacher, is it not more respectful to write it on a

clean, attractive piece of stationery and not on a piece of scrap

paper? One would never print a wedding invitation on old paper,

so shouldn’t we express the same respect to a teacher?

This premise also applies in today’s world of electronic com-

munication. How often do we compose an email with a full greet-

ing, including the person’s name? It sounds simple, but addressing

people by their names, even in a casual email, is a notable sign of

respect. These kind of extra steps do not go unnoticed by the

receiver. Do not underestimate the emotional impact that small

details make on others; kavod haberiyos involves showing extra

consideration and forethought in our social interactions.

This concept of kavod haberiyos can answer our original ques-

tions regarding Moshe Rabbeinu’s parting address to the people

as well אלה הדברים אשר דבר משה אל כל ישראל – If Moshe Rabbeinu’s

purpose is to rebuke the nation for their past iniquities, why does

8 Midrash Mechilta; Shabbos 133b.
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he speak in veiled references? After all, the sins to which Moshe

Rabbeinu alluded in this pasuk were already public knowledge.

Moreover, would Moshe Rabbeinu’s reprimand not have been

more powerful if it had clearly articulated their wrongdoings? Rav

Chaim Shmulevitz emphasizes that preserving the people’s dignity

was precisely Moshe Rabbeinu’s message.9 Moshe Rabbeinu knew

that any shade of public humiliation was forbidden, even for the

purpose of inspiring spiritual growth. Although the reason for do-

ing so might be admirable, the dignity of every person is so sacred

that it cannot be compromised. Rebuke needs to be communicated

with the utmost sensitivity.

The obligation of kavod haberiyos applies universally; it is not

diminished by the character traits or behavior of the receiver. This

principle is evident in the case of Bilaam. The miracle of the talking

donkey was a tremendous kiddush Hashem. However, after the in-

cident in which the donkey talked to Bilaam, the donkey suddenly

died. Essentially, a miraculous phenomenon that had inspired great

kavod shamayim ceased to exist. Rashi explains that Hashem decreed

the donkey’s death so that people would not point to it and say,

“This is the donkey that brought about Bilaam’s downfall.”10 Incred-

ibly, Hashem was concerned with avoiding Bilaam’s humiliation,

despite his wickedness! A person’s dignity, even that of a despic-

able character like Bilaam, is so crucial that Hashem, so to speak,

relinquished His own kavod for the sake of preserving Bilaam’s.

Emulating Hashem

Moshe Rabbeinu took pains to protect the dignity of the Jew-

ish nation, even as he rebuked them. In this way, he emulated

9 Sichos Mussar: Reb Chaim’s Discourses, p. 244.

10 Rashi on Bamidbar 22:33.
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Hashem who carefully preserves the honor of every being, includ-

ing one as evil as Bilaam. A central spiritual goal in our lives is

to emulate Hashem’s attributes. When Hashem created the world,

He fashioned a physical world over which He would have direct

supervision and a relationship with its inhabitants. Due to His

Omniscience, which is far beyond materialistic reality, Hashem

needed to constrict His Presence, which is described in kabbalistic

terms as tzimtzum. Hashem limited His essence, so to speak, for the

purpose of creating a world on which to bestow His goodness. We

are mandated to exemplify this esoteric idea by constricting our-

selves and working to limit our perceived sense of self.

Rav Yosef Dov Soloveitchik elaborates on the idea of tzim-

tzum. When we imitate Hashem by withdrawing to make room

for another, we perform an act of self-sacrifice and also acknowl-

edge another person’s value.11 This is why the Torah places great

emphasis on casual greetings between people. The mishnah in

Pirkei Avos states as follows: ם כל אדם  ֹ לו   ְ ׁש             ִ הוי מקדים ּב   (be first

in greeting all people).12 So significant is extending or responding

to a greeting, that some opinions permit it even when reciting the

Shema.13 The acceptance of the yoke of Heaven (as expressed in

the Shema) and the recognition of the tzelem Elokim in another

person are not contradictory acts.

Saying hello is more than just being polite. Consider how you

would feel when someone greets you with a seemingly simple

hello in the following case. You are among a group of strangers;

perhaps you are attending a public function alone. It is human

11 Tradition, Spring 1978, Vol. 17 No. 2, The Community, pp. 15-17.

12 Pirkei Avos 4:20.

13 See Berachos 2:1. However, the Mishnah Berurah explains that this is not the ac-
cepted practice today.
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nature for you to feel lonely and even doubtful of your own self-

worth in such a situation. The moment someone greets you, either

with words or a smile, you suddenly feel connected and part of

a larger community. A simple greeting is an expression of kavod

because it restores a person’s sense of self-worth and purpose.14

Understanding the kavod behind simple greetings also reveals

the severity of the opposite behavior: the act of humiliation. The

Torah equates public embarrassment with murder.15 Humiliation

and shame isolate a person, and are therefore equivalent to destroy-

ing a community. Every person is created with a tzelem Elokim.

Bestowing kavod on others acknowledges that everyone is irreplace-

able and affirms each person’s unique function in this world. The

dignity of an individual is dependent on his sense of purpose

and worth. Embarrassing a person undermines his self-esteem and

makes him doubt the important role he serves in the community,

while honoring him affirms that role.

Strangely, we often find it easier to refrain from embarrassing

another person than to utter a simple greeting. Why is this so? An

average person can empathize with the pain of humiliation and

would therefore not willingly inflict this on another. However, to

initiate social contact with an unfamiliar person feels like taking an

emotional risk.16 How often are we hesitant to break the ice with a

warm smile or a friendly hello? Our reluctance stems from a fear

of rejection. Will my greeting be ignored? Will that person respond with

indifference or negativity? It is human nature to protect our own egos

before boosting another’s self-esteem. Our Sages teach us that

we are obligated to extend ourselves beyond our comfort zone,

to acknowledge the presence of another. The gemara relates that

14 The Community, pp. 15-17.

15 See Sotah 10b.

16 Ethics from Sinai, vol. 2, p. 141.
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the Tanna Rabban Yochanan ben Zakkai was so meticulous about

extending salutations that no one ever greeted him first.17

The following story illustrates the power of extending greet-

ings. A woman was once in a kosher supermarket in a small

Jewish community, and noticed a woman who she did not recog-

nize. She decided to approach the unknown woman and introduce

herself. It turned out that she was new in the community and

didn’t know many people yet. It was not a long conversation, just

a simple greeting and some small talk. The women parted ways

and the incident seemed long forgotten.

A few months later, the woman who had greeted the new-

comer received a bar mitzvah invitation in the mail and she did not

recognize the family name on the envelope. Nevertheless, she

decided to attend. When the date of the celebration approached,

she arrived at the event and attempted to identify the hostess.

Suddenly, she felt a hand on her shoulder and turned around

to see the face of the unknown woman she had met in the store

a few months earlier. Clearly, this was the hostess, since she

squeezed the first woman’s shoulder and thanked her warmly for

sharing in her celebration. Turning to another person, she said,

“I’d like to introduce you to my friend. You see, she said hello to

me in the store a few months ago. I was brand new in town and

didn’t know a single person. And she went out of her way to greet

me.” This story demonstrates the power of a simple hello.

Let’s Face It

Giving kavod to others by extending greetings is not limited to

verbal communication. Our facial expressions are also a powerful

17 Berachos 17a.
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medium through which to give kavod haberiyos. Rav Wolbe defines

the term ha’aras panim (lit. shining of the face) as referring to a

positive facial expression. One of Hashem’s qualities is His ability

to openly express His loving concern for us, and this is euphemis-

tically described as “shining His Face” on us. This concept is

alluded to throughout Jewish literature, for example: שיבנו אלקים ה

ונושעהךוהאר פני (Hashem, our God, return us and shine Your Face

and we will be saved).18 Rabbi Yochanan asserts that this verse is

proof that the quality of ha’aras panim alone has the power of

salvation.19 Ha’aras panim is the primary means of conveying

necessary affirmation used by Hashem, and the primary affirming

power that we use with each other.

According to Rav Wolbe, the vitality of human society is

based on two forces: our universal need for ha’aras panim from one

another and our inborn ability to bestow ha’aras panim on other

people. Humans are social creatures. We hunger for warm inter-

personal connections because they boost our sense of identity.

The best way we may emulate Hashem’s attribute of ha’aras panim

is through a smile. The power of a smile is described as follows in

the gemara: showing your teeth to your neighbor [smiling] is better

than giving him milk to drink, for it says, ולבן שיניים מחלב (white-

toothed from milk);20 don’t read ,לבן שיניים but ליבון שיניים (show-

ing the white of the teeth [i.e. smiling]) is better than milk).21 The

emotional support we give through a smile is more valuable than

physical sustenance.

Smiling at other people is not just a polite gesture. It is a pro-

active way to fulfill kavod haberiyos and is a basic Torah obligation.

18 Tehillim 80:4.

19 As quoted by Rav Wolbe, Alei Shur, vol.1, p. 190.

20 Bereishis 49:12.

21 Kesubos 111b.
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Rabbi Chaim Friedlander notes that one might think that we

should limit our daily business occupations in order to make time

for chesed activities. However, the greatest chesed we can do is

fulfilled through the course of our regular schedules – that is,

ha’aras panim. Shammai, despite his typically disciplined approach

to Jewish law, states that we are obligated to greet every person

בסבר פנים יפות (with a cheerful countenance).22 Our facial expres-

sions are the most important aspect of our giving to others. Our

Sages note that greeting a fellow human being with a cheerful face

is comparable to giving the most valuable gifts in the world.23

Why is a smile more valuable than material wealth? Secular

philosophy might perceive the face as the outer layer of a person.24

However, according to the Torah perspective, the face is not a

mask, but a mirror. Our face reflects our inner holiness. That is why

smiling at strangers often makes us feel so vulnerable because, it

shows our true colors. Our ha’aras panim reveals the pure Godly

spark within us and touches the innate holiness within the receiver.

The well-known verse states: פנים לפנים כן לב האדם לאדםהכמים  (as

water reflects a face back to a face, so one’s heart is reflected back

to him by another).25 Our facial expressions project a powerful

message from the heart. A smile says, I notice you. I care about you. I

connect with you. Moreover, a smile can be both a proactive and re-

active way to give kavod. Smiling and making eye contact is impor-

tant for showing your genuine interest, and is therefore an effective

way to show ha’aras panim.

The fullest expression of kavod haberiyos through ha’aras panim

comes by conditioning ourselves to be sensitive and caring people.

22 Pirkei Avos 1:15.

23 Avos D’Rabbi Nosson 13, as quoted by Sifsei Chaim, Moadim, p. 275.

24 Rabbi Simon Jacobson, 60 Days, p. 40.

25 Mishlei 27:19.
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Through our manner of listening and responding, we not only

reinforce another person’s dignity, but we also strengthen our own

sense of dignity. When we really listen to what others say, we

heighten our awareness of their needs and perfect our ability to do

chesed. How does this apply practically? When we make “small

talk” with an acquaintance, we should ask a question that is

specific to that person. Not just a general, “How are you?” but

perhaps, “How is the new baby?” or “How was the move to the

apartment?” or “How is your job?” Paying attention to the answer

is the receptive level of ha’aras panim. And let’s say the response is,

“Oh, the apartment is nice, but the oven doesn’t work,” then one

is able to identify a real need. One might then realize, perhaps they

would appreciate if I prepared dinner for them?

Kavod haberiyos involves tuning into the feelings of others and

formulating specific ways that we can do a true act of chesed. With-

out a proactive response, one is just paying lip service, so to speak,

to the idea of kavod haberiyos. We are obligated to address the needs

of others – both physical and emotional. The Admor of Ger un-

derscores that we are held accountable for failing to encourage

our fellow man when the appropriate opportunity has arisen.

He offers a novel interpretation of the phrase השמר בנגע הצרעת

(be careful with the tzara’as affliction).26 Rashi defines this as a pro-

hibition against removing the physical signs of tzara’as, even if the

affliction is declared ‘pure’.

Why is it forbidden to eliminate tzara’as that has been deter-

mined benign? The Admor of Ger suggests that just as tzara’as was

caused by lashon hara (destructive speech), so too tzara’as was caused

by the lack of constructive speech. He deduces that a “purely spi-

ritual affliction” is generated even when one fails to offer compli-

ments, praise or encouragement at times when it is appropriate.

26 Devarim 24:8, as cited in Talelei Oros, Rabbi Yissochar Dov Rubin, p. 73.
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The Torah prohibits the removal of a benign tzara’as to remind us

that we are held responsible for our failures to build up others

with our words.

Missed opportunities to offer emotional support are spiritual-

ly damaging. On the other hand, lifting the morale of others

benefits both the giver and recipient. Rabbi Schneur Zalman of

Liadi offers a metaphorical interpretation of the following verse:
לא תראה את חמור אחיך או שורו נופלים בדרך והתעלמת מהם הקם תקים עמו
(You shall not see the donkey of your brother or his ox falling on

the road and hide yourself from them; you shall surely raise it with

him.)27 The end of the pasuk, ,הקם תקים עמו contains a verb repeti-

tion to teach that when you help a fellow Jew, you are elevated as

well. Doing a spiritual favor for another person purifies both the

mind and heart of the giver.28

Shabbos Chazon – Our Vision of Others

In light of the above discussion, we can appreciate the lesson

imparted by Moshe Rabbeinu about the importance and benefits

of demonstrating kavod haberiyos at the very beginning of parashas

Devarim. However, the question still stands regarding the relevance

of this idea to Shabbos Chazon. Why is kavod haberiyos an appropri-

ate pre-Tisha B’Av message? Tisha B’Av commemorates several

tragedies of Jewish history, most notably the Temple’s destruc-

tion. The gemara explains that the Second Temple was destroyed

because of sinas chinam (baseless hatred) between people.29 Un-

founded hate is the reason for our lengthy exile. Our observance

of Tisha B’av is designed to inspire us to repair those mistakes.

27 Devarim 22:4.

28 As quoted in Living Jewish (weekly parashah leaflet), #551.

29 Yoma 9a-9b.
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The antidote to sinas chinam is ahavas chinam – love freely given,

with no ulterior motive! Therefore, on the Shabbos before Tisha

B’Av, we are reminded about the importance of honoring and

respecting other people.

But why is love so hard to give freely, without reason? One

explanation is mentioned above, that we hesitate to smile at stran-

gers because it makes us vulnerable. We often wear a straight-faced

mask as an emotional self-defense mechanism, thereby losing count-

less opportunities to show kavod haberiyos. The underlying challenge

is that expressing ahavas chinam is only possible when we truly

recognize each person’s inherent worth. Acknowledging that other

people have great individual value is a constant struggle.

This lesson is stressed by Rashi as well, who highlights a verse

in parashas Va’era that uncharacteristically mentions Aharon Ha-

Kohein before Moshe Rabbeinu 30.(הוא משה ואהרן) He comments

that the Torah purposely alternates the order of listing Moshe

Rabbeinu and Aharon HaKohein for the purpose of teaching us

that they are “weighed alike” – equal in importance. Rabbi Moshe

Feinstein asks how we can compare Aharon HaKohein to Moshe

Rabbeinu, who was the greatest prophet of all time. How can

we possibly equate their greatness?31 The answer is that Aharon

HaKohein served Hashem completely, achieved spiritual excel-

lence, and maximized his potential to the same degree that Moshe

Rabbeinu maximized his. Hashem gave them different missions in

life and each of them fulfilled those missions with an equal level of

success.

Our failure to recognize the inner worth of others usually

stems from judging everyone by the same standard. This method

30 Shemos 6:26.

31 Darash Moshe, p. 451.
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of evaluation is flawed because Hashem gives each person different

talents. As a result, He sets people’s spiritual goals to correspond

with their level of ability. Human beings have a skewed vision of

what others should be doing or achieving. We lack Hashem’s

broader picture of what each person is able to accomplish, and how

far he has progressed in reaching his potential. Our expectations

and judgments of others are often unreasonable or unfair.

This concept is put forth in the following anecdote from the

gemara. Rabbi Yehoshua’s son Yosef left the world and then

returned. When asked about what vision he saw, he replied, “I saw

an upside down world. The higher ones were down below and the

lowly ones were up high.” To which he was told, “You saw the

world clearly”.32

We live in an upside down world! Many people are treated with

much prestige and honor in this world, yet they have not really

begun to fulfill their purpose. Others go unrecognized or ignored

by the public, yet they have strived, at every opportunity, to reach

their potential. It is disheartening to contemplate that subconscious-

ly we give more respect to people’s titles or university degrees than

we do to their true Godly soul. We often give kavod to someone due

to his profession or worldly accomplishments, rather than his in-

herent greatness as a tzelem Elokim. Unfortunately, Western men-

tality often espouses this shallow approach to assessing people’s

value.

How then do we fight against the societal norms of misjudg-

ing others and holding them up to mismatched standards? Rav

Wolbe explains that when we truly admit our own significance, we

are better equipped to acknowledge the unique potential of oth-

ers. Recognizing the inherent value of our own personal spiritual

32 Bava Basra 10b.
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mission does not make us self-centered; rather, it enables us to

attribute worth to others due to their own Divinely endowed

purpose. Our Sages state: “Who is mechubad (honorable)? One who

honors others.33

Honor is an internal quality. The word kavod shares the same

letters as kaveid (heavy) because our own self-worth is a weighty

responsibility. When we accept our obligation to utilize our abilities

to maximize our potential, we are mechubad. A person can be oc-

cupied with Torah and mitzvos, yet still be lacking the attribute

of kavod. How so? When value is assessed by external accom-

plishments rather than internal refinement, this is not genuine

kavod. The Gra comments on the following verse: אשת חן תתמך כבוד

(a gracious woman obtains honor)34 that a mitzvah-observant indi-

vidual who lacks refined middos also lacks kavod. Positive character

traits are the true indication that a person is working on improving

himself and fulfilling his spiritual mission.

Ready? Set? Grow!

We need to ask ourselves honestly whether we are mechubad.

Do we recognize the intrinsic worth of other people? Are we

approaching Tisha B’Av with a perspective of ahavas chinam?

We tend to look at people judgmentally. We assess our neighbors

quickly and automatically; we rarely stop to analyze what value

system we are applying. We need to consider what standard we are

utilizing.

The inclination to be judgmental creates problems both in

the community at large and within our own homes and families.

33 Pirkei Avos 4:1.

34 Mishlei 11:16.
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While we may not be overly critical of our own children, do we

actually think about the subtle messages we might be sending them?

What motivates us to give kavod to the members of our family? Our

children make countless decisions and exhibit many kinds of

behavior over the course of the day. Which of these decisions do

we reinforce positively? Which scenario elicits a warmer response:

When a child brings home a glowing report card or when a child

gives his dessert to a crying sibling? When a child hits a home run

or when he intentionally selects an unpopular boy for his team? Do

we praise academic excellence and physical prowess or middos tovos?

The following story illustrates how children absorb the sublim-

inal messages we send with regard to what deserves honor. Many

families light a Shabbos candle for each member of the family.

Flames often burn for different lengths of time, due to the amount

of oil in the cup, or the way the wax melted. A story is told about a

woman who lit candles one Shabbos, as she did every week, and

one of the flames lasted noticeably longer than all the others. The

family members took note of it briefly, and the woman commented,

“Maybe this means someone is going to do something great this

coming week! That person’s light is going to shine extra long!”

Then the discussion passed with seemingly no consequence.

A few days later, the daughter returned home from school with

a beaming face. The following conversation ensued between

mother and daughter. “Why are you smiling?” The daughter replied,

“That candle was my candle.” The subject of Shabbos candles was

out of context on a weekday, so the mother didn’t understand the

reference. “What candle?” “You know that candle that burned

longer than the others? I think that was my candle.” The mother

asked, “Well, what makes you say that?” The daughter then ex-

plained, “Well, you know how I got a haircut? I came into school

this morning and another girl noticed my haircut and said that

I looked ugly.” The mother was surprised by this explanation.
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“That’s your great thing this week?! That’s why the candle was

yours?” The girl grinned and replied, “No. I know that candle was

mine because I didn’t say anything back to her. I just walked away.”

This daughter knew that ignoring an insult was a praiseworthy

behavior.35 Her “great performance” that week was not a top grade

on an exam or first place in a race. She reasoned that her candle had

shined longer because she had exhibited middos tovos.

The message we want to impart to future generations is that

they are honored for middos tovos. We want to nurture our children

to be growth-oriented people, using their innate abilities to max-

imize their inner spiritual potential. Rabbi Yehuda Leib Chasman

outlines two categories of people. The first type is a misbonein –

one who is mindful thinking and contemplating his behaviors.

This reflective person acts purposefully and thoughtfully. The sec-

ond type of person acts without thinking. His decisions are spon-

taneous and reflexive. Rabbi Chasman explains that the first is

spiritually alive and the second is spiritually asleep. If our souls are

alive and awake, we are conscious of all stages of time: how we

behaved in the past, what we are doing in the present, and how

we will decide to act in the future.36

Mindfulness and cognizance are prerequisites for character re-

finement and inner kavod. This idea of spiritual awareness explains

how the haftarah for Shabbos Chazon connects to Moshe Rabbeinu’s

message of מפני כבודן של ישראל in the parashah itself. Yeshayahu

HaNavi states, קונהו וחמור אבוס בעליוידע שור  (an ox knows its owner,

and a donkey his master’s trough) לא התבונןישראל לא ידע עמי  (Israel

does not know, my nation does not contemplate).37 Our inner

35 See, e.g., Shabbos 88b.

36 As quoted by Yaakov Beifus, Yalkut Lekach Tov, p. 5.

37 Yeshayahu 1:3.
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kavod is dependent on our conscious effort to stay awake, to regularly

contemplate and consider our behavior. If we exert ourselves to be

the first type of person, the mindful one, then we are on alert for

areas in which to improve. Even seemingly benign incidents become

messages from Hashem and personal growth opportunities.

This concept of being spiritually alert explains Moshe Rabbei-

nu’s ability to send moral messages to the nation by intimation

alone. Why did Moshe Rabbeinu purposely deliver his final ad-

monishment to Bnei Yisrael in code, rather than with clear refer-

ences to their past sins? The people had reached a high spiritual

level, as they were finally poised to enter Eretz Yisrael. They were

very aware of the grave mistakes they had made. Rabbi Chasman

explains that the people were so spiritually advanced that they

were able to recognize their past failings in Moshe Rabbeinu’s

subtle language.38 מפני כבודן של ישראל – those with inner kavod

identify growth opportunities and hear messages from Hashem in

every word no matter how inferential the language.

We must ask ourselves if we have this same growth-oriented

mindset. Are we on the lookout for opportunities to improve?

Consistent focus on personal refinement is a praiseworthy quality.

Children naturally have this insatiable drive to advance. Yehoshua

bin Nun is called a na’ar (youth), even though he was already

middle-aged.39 Despite his biological age, the Torah still consid-

ered Yehoshua bin Nun a young student of his teacher, a person

motivated to grow. We too must emulate this youthful quality of

eagerness to improve.40

To maintain an inner drive to advance, one must perceive

himself humbly and honestly. Yaakov Avinu’s name originated

38 As quoted by Yaakov Beifus, Yalkut Lekach Tov, p. 5.

39 Shemos 33:11. See also Ibn Ezra.

40 Rabbi Pinchos Roberts, Through the Prism of Torah, p. 34.
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from the concept of the eikev (the heel) the lowest part of the

body; his name reflects how he viewed himself, as still spiritually

inadequate, always in need of improvement. By contrast, Eisav’s

name relates to the word asuy (done), reflecting how he considered

himself a finished product. Yaakov Avinu’s youthful qualities of

being receptive to change and open to guidance are most beloved

to Hashem. As the pasuk states, כי נער ישראל ואוהבו (Israel is a youth

and I love him).41 By contrast, Hashem despises those who are

arrogant, thinking they have no room for improvement. As the

verse states, ואת עשו שנאתי (and I hated Eisav).42

Rabbi Yisrael Salanter labels a person who is spiritually awake

as a tzomei’ach (one who grows). Quoting the verse above, he

underscores the imperative to be a na’ar, focused on growth.

When we perceive ourselves as children who are just starting to

learn, then we are beloved. Unfortunately, our society tends to

give the greatest amount of attention to those who outwardly

seem to have reached a “finished” state of perfection. Rabbi

Salanter observes that we afford more honor to the ilanos (trees)

when really we should be honoring the tzomchim (those who are

growing).43 Our role models should be those who are consciously

working on their middos, diligently focusing on improving them-

selves. We need to maintain a youthful quest to elevate ourselves;

if we do, our children should understand that it is middos tovos that

are the true inner kavod of a person.

It is imperative that via example, we teach future generations

to recognize that all of Hashem’s creations are worthy of kavod.

The opening words of this parashah illustrate that Moshe Rabbeinu

fervently safeguarded the dignity of the Jewish people, even as he

41 Hoshea 11:1.

42 Malachi 1:3.

43 Rabbi Yeucham Levovitz, Da’as Torah, Devarim, p. 91.
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reprimanded them. Like Moshe Rabbeinu, we too must emulate

Hashem who carefully protects the honor of every being. Inter-

nalizing the message of kavod haberiyos will bring us to recognize

each person’s inherent worth and help us refrain from being judg-

mental. This ahavas chinam is the key to the process of the ultimate

redemption. When our hearts are replete with ahavas chinam, we

can demonstrate our readiness for fulfillment of the prophecy of

Yeshayahu HaNavi. This is echoed in final pasuk of the haftarah

of Shabbos Chazon: “Tzion (the holy city of Jerusalem) will be re-

deemed with justice, by virtue of the righteousness of the returnees

(the Jewish people)”44 – may it come speedily and in our days.

44 Yeshayahu 1:24.


